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Jim Norgaard: I want to start out by asking you what you did before you were a jumper?
Phil Difani: For a number of summers, four summers before I fought forest fires, two with the
state of California and two with the United States Forest Service. One year in Northern
California and one year at Libby, in the Kootenai National Forest.
JN: What period of being a fire fighter was this?
PD: When I worked on the Kootenai Forest, the ranger there was an ex-smokejumper and
another fellow that I worked with had jumped for one summer. They talked about it and I heard
their tales and the ranger told me he would, he could write a letter for me, recommending me.
So I, that was my incentive to apply.
JN: What was your idea of what a smokejumper was?
PD: I didn't have many I didn't have much of an idea. The fellows I met were ordinary guys and
other fellows I talked with that, knew smokejumpers, didn't, they didn't have any superman
image of them. So I had a fairly realistic view of, thing that really impressed me is I would call
my hours. In those days we thought a lot about hours of overtime and that was how we made
extra money in the summertime. And in a big summer working on a district, we'd have 30 or 40
or 60 hours of overtime through the summer. And one fellow told me his, friends of his brother
who was smokejumper and he had 450 hours of overtime and that kind of opened my eye.
JN: That looked pretty attractive.
PD: That looked very attractive, and I thought that sounds like a lot of fun and, and a fun way to
make a lot of money. That was a big one and then the adventure, you know. They were talking
about going to New Mexico and Alaska and things like that. That seemed, and then the physical
part, I liked being fit and doing hard things at the time and, and that spring that first started
smokejumping in 1967, I spent the winter in Butte, Montana working underground. So I felt
pretty tough, like I was up for most tasks. Well it was, something I looked forward to.
JN: You were digging in Butte?
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PD: Yeah, I worked underground. That was that winter of '67 and then I went to smokejumping.
So it was all pretty—physical time, you know, as far as manual labor went.
JN: How old were you?
PD: I was 22.
JN: Twenty-two?
PD: Yeah. But I didn't know much about smokejumping. When I worked for the Forest Service in
California, there was a smokejumper base in Redding, but I didn't know anything about it and
nobody I knew, knew much about it. Heard a few tales and I just didn't pay much attention to it
until I came to Montana and I guess Missoula was the biggest base and the base that was the
best known for smokejumpers. To me it was, that's the reason I heard about it more in
Montana than in California.
JN: When you first got on the job, what was your idea, what was your assessment of the
operation, what did you think of it?
PD: Oh, I was, it was fun. It was, we went to a camp up in the mountains for one week. The first
week of, of new man training and that was fun, we did some running and pushups and pullups,
got yelled at a lot. Started doing some fundamental parachute work, jumping off a barrel,
practicing our landing. Then we went out in the woods and dug line and chopped trees and
sawed logs and ran pump and it was fun, it was hard work. But I felt I was up for hard work. I
could work long, hard hours in those days, especially just coming out of the mine and it was
fun. A lot of people complained about the work and the harassment. But I didn't think the
harassment was anything very serious. Mostly keep your mouth shut and carry on and it was, it
was fun. I had a nice impression of it.
JN: You were never in the military, were you?
PD: No, I never was.
JN: I just wondered; it sounds a little bit military.
PD: Oh, some people said it was as tough as boot camp. Those guys that were in thought some
of it was tougher, physically. It wasn't near as hard harassment wise, but physically it's tough
and I didn't think it was a bad. We got to out for a mile jog in our Whites in the morning, our
logging boots. That wasn't too tough, just had to jog, didn't have to run, hobbled along and kept
up with the crowd, you know. If you were 5 minutes late, you were okay. I liked it.
JN: What about the other fellows in it, what were they like?
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PD: Oh, just a whole bunch of guys from different parts, nice fellows, you know. Everybody had
worked for the, had fought forest fires before or worked for the Forest Service in some
capacity. I remember there was a few guys that flunked. Now I trained, it was big, new man
classes. I think we started out with 90 new men and ended up with 72. Now days they train
about 20 new ones a year, 15. There was 190 smoke jumpers in Missoula that year too, now
they're down to 110.
JN: In '67?
PD: Yeah, probably as big as they ever were was that year, and then the draft was taking a lot of
guys, a big turnover when the draft for Vietnam was taking place.
JN: All those guys didn't flunk out, some of them were snatched out by the draft?
PD: Oh yeah, and then just a big turnover in smokejumpers. So they had to hire a lot to keep up,
you know. Send in new men every year and not between you know. Just a lot of guys that
jumped one or two or three years and go out, back to school or get drafted or something, I
don't know. That was my analysis of the situation. I don't know why the turnover was so great
in those days, but it seemed like smokejumpers weren't, they didn't stick around long. By the
time I quite nine years later, there was a lot of guys that had been smokejumping for nine
years. But at the time, a guy that had been around for five years was really old. Then when I
quite, I'd been around for nine years and there was a lot of fellows that had been around for
nine years. I remember getting a 50-jump pin was a big deal, I had 100 pin, a lot of people had
100 jumps. I liked the first summer, was busy, in 1967, one of the busiest summers the
smokejumpers ever had.
JN: Fire, the fire season
PD: Yeah, right. We went to Oregon and Washington and California and all over Montana and
Idaho, Alaska.
JN: Were you involved in any big crew actions?
PD: Yeah, a few. Over in Oregon especially, we'd go on big fires and end up with hundreds of
other fellows. That was the nice part of smokejumping too. We usually didn't stay real long on
fires like that. Easy jump, then work for two or three days and then by time there were other
ground crews mobilizing on the line, we'd be pulled out.
JN: So you're like the advanced scouts more or less?
PD: Yeah, that was fun. That first summer was quite a summer.
JN: Can you pick out a fire and just talk about what would happen when you were, from the
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time you were called on the fire, what you do and pick out a fire that's real memorable for you?
PD: Yeah, I can't think of any specific fire. But I could ... one of my favorite fires that summer,
the first summer I had a lot of nice experiences because we had such big, had a lot of fires. A lot
of 16-man fires, with 16 I was jumping out of a DC-3 and isolated wilderness type. One of the
more memorable ones because it's such a nice smoke jumper fire. No one else was there
except smokejumpers, it was in the middle of the Bob Marshal, not in the middle but on the
edge and—Marshall Mountain which is in from Seeley Lake over Pyramid Pass. We landed in
the afternoon and the Trimotor had dropped some jumpers before so we were watching this
Trimotor dropping guys and that was kind of exciting. That was the last summer of the
Trimotor.
JN: They're still out there, they're still using the Trimotor.
PD: Yeah, that was the last summer to use it. So we watched the Trimotor drop guys and that
was fun, cause that was, we knew it was going to go away one of these years. And we were in
the old DC 2, they don't have the DC-2 anymore, that's in a museum. And so then we got there,
it was in a big meadow and this fire was up on the side of hill and that afternoon we landed. We
gathered up our stuff and walked up there and dug line all night, you know, until daylight. Then
we went back down to the meadow and slept until 10:00 or 11:00 that morning. Got back and
went back up the hill. We kept that up for about four days. They ordered a pump, and the
pump was dropped in by the old Curtis Travel Air. Single engine, single plane and it was made
out of plywood. About the same vintage as the Trimotor, real slow. Then he dropped a pump
and bunch of hose to us and fuel and packed that up the mountain and set that up.
JN: You were pumping out of a stream?
PD: Yeah, there was a stream that ran near the fire. We pumped out of it, you know, we had
probably 1,000 feet of hose on it. But then we had, then we went down and gathered all our
gear and piled everything in a pile and marked it for the packer to come in. Then we hiked out
down to the road, about a 12 mile hike, that was after four days. In fact we had to have food
dropped into us.
JN: You usually didn't have to have food dropped in?
PD: No, we had three days' worth or two days in the packs and that usually was enough.
JN: What kind of food do they—
PD: In those days, they had a lot of canned food. Boy the packs were heavy, some of those
boxes must have weighed 60 pounds and they cut that down cause the cargo weight in the
airplane was getting so heavy. They had bottle, cans of pop, about 12 cans of pop and cans of
beans and hash and maybe a canned ham. Pretty good food, but heavy stuff, they finally went
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to freeze dried in the early 70's. But boy the can, it was okay, I didn't mind. We had a bleeping
technique which safety wise, people really frowned on it. But you put a can in a fire, unopened
and pressure cook it and the bleep was the thing starting to expand. And it'd go bleep, bleep,
bleep and you had, if you were on the third bleep, you better get it out of there. Usually one
bleep was plenty, but it'd hot all the way through. Then you'd hit it with the old, you know, your
pocket can opener, P-38 it would pshshsh.
JN: The fellow I was talking to this morning was getting—when he started out, he was getting Krations.
PD: Yeah, right, C-rations, we used to get C-rations or K, we had C-rations in Alaska. We didn't
use forester's rations there for some reason. A lot of these foresters, they drop, and they were
in a little box and they were pretty good. Then there was a lot of extra stuff thrown in there
too. The bleeping was fun because it was quick, a guy could cook a meal there in just a few
minutes on a fire. Course it got pretty exciting if there's five guys and you have five cans and
when they started bleeping, I mean it was—
JN: Did you ever have any explode on you?
PD: Yeah, right, that was kind of dangerous. If you did it by yourself it was all right. So that was
fun, that was a fun fire, that Marshall one. Then there was other fires in Oregon too that we,
probably some of the more exciting fires I was on. In Oregon we had to run out of the woods
one morning, at 2:00 in the morning, a fire got up in the trees above us, took off. Nothing real
scary but it was time to double time it out, you know, get into a slow jog and go down the trail.
JN: Was it a crown fire?
PD: Yeah, it got up but the wind wasn't blowing and just came over our heads and the foreman
said, well, it's time to leave and everybody knew it was and no panic and we headed out. That
was a big fire. Then we worked with a logging crew the next day and that was fun, this old
feller, you know an old guy with gray hair, a good guy in the woods, he came with us and sawed
trees. That was a nice day, we spent a couple days there working.
JN: Was he sawing them for you?
PD: Yeah, he was sawing for us, trees and stuff. It was good to have a professional along. We
used to saw a lot, but we weren't professionals, we didn't work at it eight hours a day, five days
a week so it was nice having a sawyer along. But he was good company, he liked smokejumping.
He said he never had to work with a fire crew, he never worked with a fire crew that he had to
work to keep up with, you know. We made him hustle and he thought that was pretty good, I
was proud of that.
JN: Did you guys have a reputation for being harder workers than the IR crew?
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PD: Yeah, at the time, but I, after the first few summers, I worked, I think most folks
acknowledged IR crews were good. They were on par with the jumpers. In fact, for a while
there they were better equipped for doing that kind of work. They had better gear for just
digging lines. We used to have a Pulaski but we had to, you didn't have good bags to carry your
canteens and stuff on. We had to put them on our belt, and they had those field harnesses, you
know where everything hangs on your shoulders and low slung on your hips and we didn't have
that kind of stuff. I was always envious of the hot shot crews when we saw them, because they
have pretty good gear. They carry in their lunch and their canteens and stuff on. We were
always having to carry ours in our hands, set it down and dig and then pick up your stuff and
move it. But then after a while we got geared up with the harnesses and stuff, but the IR crews
were good and there was some resentment there and a little bit of hostility between the hot
shot crews and the smoke jumpers.
JN: You call them hot shot crews?
PD: Yeah.
JN: Why do you call them that?
PD: I don't know, that's just the name I always called them. Then there's the IR crews but that
was, I guess maybe that came from California, the hot shot crews.
JN: They weren't the same as IR crews?
PD: Yeah, they were the same. Same thing, except up here, these IR crews move around more. I
think the California crew pretty much stayed in one area and that was a thing I considered
before I was a smokejumper was getting on one of these IR crews.
JN: What made you pick the other way?
PD: Oh, the smokejumpers were a better deal and more fun, I thought.
JN: More hours of overtime?
PD: Yeah and then I just thought that the parachuting would be fun.
JN: Was it like the first time you—
PD: Yeah, first, first time was kind of scary. First two times then after that, once you realize that
everybody else did it too. You watch everybody else do and realize not much else is happening.
Everybody's parachute is opening and floating to the ground. The hazard wasn't all that great,
especially a new man, you're so pumped up about it. There was a few guys that washed out.
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They just couldn't take it, they just weren't that…Some guys, you know, quit or something in
that first couple weeks of camp and training. Never even made a jump.
JN: Did you practice on towers first?
PD: Yeah, there was a set of towers out behind the smokejumper base. There are new ones
now, they were older then, wooden things. but they were effective. We got to use, there was
one 60-foot tower called the exit tower and that was scary, you know. 60 feet up and all that's
holding is a piece of nylon on a cable and that was scarier than the airplane actually. Even
during refreshing years, you know, every years we'd go back and do a week's worth of training.
That tower used to always, I'd always look up there and, oh, that's kind of spooky, more so than
the airplane.
JN: You know you've got a chute on
PD: Yeah, right, there you just had that cable and that strap. So that was fun and then as a new
man, we got harassed a lot. They had the exit tower and then landing deal or A-frame that we'd
get towed up with the little motor wench. Then slide back down a cable and simulate a landing
in a parachute. We'd be wearing our gear out there and it'd be 85 degrees and pretty hot and
sweaty.
JN: That would happen in the woods too, though.
PD: Yeah, it happened in the woods too, it was good training. I can't begrudge them that, I
thought it was realistic. You just had everybody yelling at you and you're all doing, you know,
you end up doing 300 pushups every day because you forgot to put some little thing on your
parachute. The snaps in the wrong or you forgot to put your rope away right. But it was all,
getting you to do that stuff automatically, I thought a lot about those guys.
JN: Was there any hostility between people going through new man's camp and the COs so to
speak.
PD: Oh, there was between the ... new men and the jumpers, the old men. There's two kind of
smokejumpers, there's old men and new men. Well you're a new man for the first year and
then after that you're an old man. Well you know, a second year jumper could be just as much
a rookie as that new jumper. But that, you know, once you've made that first summer you were
considered an old man, and nobody harassed you for that. Just the new man got picked on a
lot. There were certain jobs, you know, they couldn't work in the loft and they got sent out to
do the, painting the curbs around the base, trimming the bushes.
JN: More or less shit work.
PD: Yeah, shit work, you know, it wasn't bad, I didn't mind painting the curbs. I sat there and
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painted a lot of curbs that summer. But there was that dichotomy between old men and new
men and then during training they, you know, in the cafeteria the new men sat over here and
the old men sat there. It was fun, I didn't mind it, it was all part of the adventure. It was a long
summer though. It was fun, went fast and we did a lot of stuff, a lot of big fires and a lot of little
fires, two-man fires.
JN: Did you have something, a new man's party?
PD: Yeah, we did, we had a party after a new man's—right after training. I guess that's just a
new man's party right after our first or last jump, seven training jumps, then we had a new man
party. That was a big bash.
JN: Beer bash?
PD: Yeah, right. There was literally beer on the floor, you know, half an inch deep. People were
falling down, and god, it was dangerous; guys were hitting their heads.
JN: No old men came to that?
PD: Yeah, everybody came.
JN: Oh, everybody came.
PD: Yeah, except the new men put it on, they bought the beer, hot dogs. My car got wrecked in
the parking lot with some drunk girl sitting in it. I wasn't even out there, she drove through, you
know, it was just one of those parties, pretty wild. Then there was an end of the season party,
that wasn't quite as crazy. But the new man party was a big deal, just a big drunk, one of many.
JN: After that, was that…did that signify that you were?
PD: Oh, yeah, then out on fires, you know, it was probably pretty even. Nobody hassled the
new men to do certain things except there was—the new men got sent to do certain tasks. But
in the heat of battle, it didn’t matter who was who or where. After that, it was pretty good.
JN: What was the feeling between crew members?
PD: In the smokejumpers?
JN: Yeah.
PD: It was all, you know, doing a job. It wasn't…Out in the woods there wasn't anything
between old men and the new men. On the base there was a little bit, new men just did certain
tasks.
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JN: Did you feel like you were really dependent on each other or did you work independent?
PD: Yeah, yeah. Most, you know, you knew who was good and who wasn't. Most guys were
good, you could depend on them to things. Some, there was a few fellows I remember as a new
man that were my fellow new men that did dumb things. You'd send them to do something,
and they just wouldn't understand what to do. They couldn't think, they'd be faced with a
situation and they'd do something, and you'd wonder why did they do that. But that didn't
happen a lot. Most of us watched out for each other, even on a two-man fire. I was probably on
4 two-man fires that summer with new men, just two new men out in the woods. It worked all
right, no problems, everybody knew how to use a map and, well, how to get out and didn't get
lost.
JN: So you had to be more than brawny.
PD: Yeah, I think, that was the only attraction to being a smokejumper. You were trained to
think on your own because a lot of the time you were out, just two of us in the woods. Whereas
IR crews go out in crews of 25. So not only were you trained to think on your own, there's no
need to think on your own if you're always with a crew thought as a crew, not as an individual.
It was rare that an IR crewman went off by himself whereas we worked by ourselves a lot.
JN: Had to know how to read a compass.
PD: Yeah, right, and get your way out or in or wherever you had to go. And what to do with
your gear, you're responsible for quite a bit of gear and that all had to come back out of the
woods. Gotten to someplace, a trail or a road or helispot, something. So that was all, you know,
as new men, I thought we all did a pretty good job. I liked the smokejumpers; they were a good
bunch of guys and a lot of socializing.
JN: What was some of their backgrounds, where'd they come from?
PD: Oh, a lot of fellows I met were native Montanans. Guys from Libby, Kalispell, Bitterroot and
Missoula. I suppose, you know, big chunk of them, third of them maybe were Montana fellows.
JN: What did they do on the side?
PD: A lot of them were students. In fact, after that first summer of smokejumping, I went to
school in Missoula, that first, five quarters. After that first summer I went three quarter and
then in '68 I smokejumped again and then I went two quarters and then I didn't go to school
anymore. So most of them were students. That was one, that was one of the reasons I went to
school, everybody else was going. They were talking about school and I thought, well that
sounds like a nice thing to do.
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JN: Sort of fits in with the summertime schedule.
PD: Yeah, it did fit in with a summertime schedule, I didn't want to go work in the mines or
something like that anymore. That was plenty.
JN: What was your, what did you take up in school?
PD: Biology.
JN: Biology.
PD: Yeah, I started out in freshmen courses.
JN: You think being in the woods, did that have anything to do with it?
PD: No, I just liked biology and I just thought school would, I had vague ideas about what I
wanted for my higher education and one of them was to be a biologist of some sort. After five
quarters I realized I just didn't ever want to be it that bad. I didn't know what I was going to do.
I liked the education and I valued, just for the sake of education. As far as going out and getting
a job in it, I lost interest in that. I had other things to do.
JN: Do you notice any big changes in, like nine years is a pretty long time. Did you see any
changes in the organization of the smokejumpers?
PD: Yeah, yeah. It got more professional, the smokejumpers became older and more confident,
became better smokejumpers, got better gear and better training and better techniques. We all
got better handling parachutes. We got better parachutes and we made a lot more jumps, not
many smokejumpers had over a hundred jumps before that, whereas a lot of us had over 100
jumps by the time I quit.
JN: You mean, even the old timers, there weren't many
PD: Yeah, that was a lot of jumps. Some of the old, overhead foremen and squad leaders would
have that many. A lot of them were training jumps. But I had a whole bunch of fire jumps, I had
100 fire jumps and I was supposedly, allegedly one of the first smokejumpers to get 100 fire
jumps and I didn't have very many training jumps. Not a very high ratio of fire jumps to training
jumps. We got pretty good at it too. I never got hurt, and I went to New Mexico for three years,
no four, four summers in New Mexico. And that's pretty rugged country to be jumping in, high
elevation and high temperatures and tough terrain, combination of all three makes it trickier.
There was a higher injury rate in New Mexico.
JN: What's that?
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PD: Injuries per jump. But over the years we got better. I think the jumpers stuck around, the
guys I trained with and a few years after that. Boy, pretty soon, four or five years, six years
later, we were all still there. Doing a better job and proud of the job. We wanted to do a good
job of putting out fires and we did.
JN: Makes me curious now that there's a new policy about letting burn fires, what's your feeling
about that?
PD: Well I think the smokejumpers could fit into that because they do need, still need the
expertise on what, how you let a fire burn and where do you let it burn. I think, on the
hundreds of fires we went on, we got a pretty good idea of what needed to be done and what
didn't need to be done. And there's places around a fire that are going to burn really hot and
maybe should be stopped or places, other places aren't. And there was a lot of fires we saw at
the time where we'd land on a smoking juniper in a pile of rocks, wonder why are we doing this,
the fire is going nowhere. Let it sit out here and smolder for a week, not going anywhere. But
we'd have to go in there and scratch around.
JN: Be like a two-man jump?
PD: Yeah, and we'd spend a day scratching around with it and trying to get it to quit smoking
and leave. There was just kind of the formality of letting it quit smoking. We didn't feel we were
really saving the woods. There was times, in certain summers where boy, the fires really take
off. Then there's a need to have a professional firefighting outfit for those hot summers. There's
other summers where a lot of fires we can let go and even in a hot summer there's individual
fires that can probably be directed. But I still think the let burn policy is going to depend on a
professional fire fighting force to carry out that program. Because you have to have guys out
there that know what's going on and can look at a fire and see that they could let it burn here
and that won't go very far or up here where it's not going to hurt anything, over here we better
stop it, let it go that way and up into a big drainage or over a ridge, who knows what. So I don't
think, and the smokejumpers are, that's their job to go into the wilderness and get in there
without a lot of effort. You don't have to walk in or build a place for a helicopter to land or
something. I think the let burn policy would not hurt the smokejumpers as it was.
Smokejumpers are changing though.
JN: In what way?
PD: Well, there's not as many, all this budget stuff. Then they've got these little sub-bases out.
Some people say it's not becoming as attractive career wise. There's going to be a higher
turnover. I don't know how true that is because I haven't been around for 9 years. That's what I
hear from people that are still active in smokejumping.
JN: Did you get a lot of guys coming back from Nam?
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PD: Yeah, a lot of veterans we got in the early ‘70s, late ‘60s.
JN: You mentioned before—before I had the tape on—that there’s a lot, a lot of these guys had
drinking problems. Was that connected with the war?
PD: I don't think that was. The folks I knew with drinking problems didn't go to war. It just
became part of the environment, the social environment. You got home and drank beer, the
more, the better.
JN: Even when you were on base in Missoula?
PD: Yeah, there was guys that would go into town and get drunk every night, get home at, you
know, late, and stagger around. That was always a dilemma, what if you get drunk and then
have to go on a fire the next day? But guys would do it. I did it myself, get home at 3:00 in the
morning and then go out and dig line all day. Tough, but when you're 24 you can do a lot of
stuff.
JN: Do you think that, that bashing was part of kids being that age or was it the people drawn to
the job?
PD: Oh, I think it's a combination of both, I think, just first being in your early twenties, then
having an exciting job in a, with a crew, people with similar likes and dislikes. I think it's just,
you get a bunch of men that are in their early twenties doing a job that has some hazards to it
and so there's a spirit between, amongst the men there. Like a military organization or anything
else like that. Just get drunk a lot, at least we did, there's always guys that don't, put in the
same situation. But it was standard procedure, come off a fire and go to a bar. Just happened or
just crack a beer, wherever we happened to be. It was definitely an acceptable thing to do.
JN: What about your other social life when you weren't on fires? What was that like, going out
with women and stuff like that?
PD: Yeah, we'd kick around Missoula and we'd usually meet some girls here and there, one way
or the other. Through some friends or in the bars or just out and around. So it was fun, it was
nice. It was kind of shaky social life in the summer because it was hard to schedule things. And
you learned not to. Schedule going to a movie or doing something and boom, you'd be in Alaska
for the next few days, or Idaho. It's hard to do. So tended not to and most summers were pretty
busy that I was there. So we just, I just didn't schedule things. I got things to be spontaneous
through the summer.
JN: How'd you like it being that way?
PD: It was fun, a little frustrating at times but part of the job and I didn't question it.
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JN: Were there any guys that were either married or that had steady relationships?
PD: Yeah and that was a problem for them but that was part of the job too. You either quit or
did something else or just accepted it. It was allegedly tough on marriages.
JN: Was it?
PD: Family life. But I don't know if the divorce rate among smokejumpers was any higher than
anybody else. You know they got their, you know, few hundred smokejumpers and you hear of
some divorces. Well, you're going to hear of some divorces of any kind of group that size. But
that was fun. New Mexico was, we'd go down to New Mexico, the four years I spent down
there we'd go in April. That was fun cause we were the new guys in town, and we'd be there for
two or three months. You met a lot of folks down there. But it was kind of a, you know, we
were only there for a short time then we'd leave. Nothing of real value, which is all right, I
wasn't looking for anything of value anyhow as far as relationships. But it was tough on social
life. Then the fall after the fire season I'd usually either work for the Forest Service out on other
districts.
JN: Fighting fires?
PD: No, just doing project work and stuff. I worked down at Wisdom for three falls.
JN: What kind of projects?
PD: Oh, cutting trees or building roads or something, burning brush, trail work. That was fun. I
liked that.
JN: Did the Forest Service pick up a lot of the jumpers?
PD: Yeah, in those days they could. I don't know they do it anymore, budgeting is tighter. But in
those days I'd just make some phone calls, usually I'd just call Wisdom and see if they needed
anybody. It was a good deal for them because they didn't have to pay all my wages since the
fire fighting fund paid a lot of the wages, they had to pay my per diem and stuff. Then I got to
know some folks there, that was fun. Then for a number of years I just, I used to, we used to get
laid off about the middle of September and I did a lot of backpacking for a few years in the fall,
September, October and November in Montana. Then drift on down and end up in Arizona in
November. Then I skiied for four winters.
JN: And a lot of jumpers, were there backpackers and skiiers?
PD: A lot of skiiers, not so many backpackers. A lot of guys just kicked around in the fall. Some
guys just hung around Missoula and got drunk all winter, watch football every Sunday, play a lot
of pool, some bridge, maybe play some racquetball or something. That always seemed pretty
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dull, kicking around Missoula for a winter. But if you don't have anything definite to do, was
going to the bars every night and playing some racquetball and do a little skiing. But I, just four
winters in a row there, I bought a season pass. Two, three winters at Whitefish and one at Sun
Valley and the smokejumping financed all that. But all those, those nine years of
smokejumping, I think I only had 45 months in, something like that, came out to five months a
summer, five months a year of work.
JN: Were there many Indian jumpers?
PD: Well there was a few guys from up here, Clairemont and Corvalle and a couple Cheyenne
fellows and then a couple fellows from New Mexico, Navajo boys. A lot of fellows from the
Flathead reservation, not a big percentage of them though, just local boys mostly. They just
happened to be, you know, western Montana fellows and that's probably the biggest
percentage of one group represented in the smokejumpers would be western Montana fellows
and Indians are a big chunk of the population in Montana. I think they were fairly represented.
JN: What'd you think of about how they jumped, are they, you notice anything different about
their attitudes or anything?
PD: No, they're just blonde-haired, blue-eyed Indians, that just happened to be on the tribal
roll. No there wasn't any difference, you wouldn't know they were Indian.
JN: Were you in when they started hiring, just started hiring some women?
PD: No, that was after my time. That's a strange deal, it had to be done, I just wish they
wouldn't give them any special breaks. They should have to do everything the men do, you
know, if that's carrying a 100-pound pack, they got to carry a 100-pound pack. That's the way it
goes, that's life in the woods. When you're out there, what's the other guy going to do, is going
to pick up the slack for the lady, that's not fair. I don't know, no one ever took up my slack. And
I was out there with some 200 pounders too, but I made sure no one ever carried any more
than I did, because you know, I was smaller than a lot of the guys. That didn't mean that I
carried a smaller weight. I just made sure I carried my weight.
JN: Is that the hardest part of the job?
PD: Yeah, that's the hardest part of the job, is the pack out. That takes all the glory out of it. I
think that burns a lot of guys out, there was a lot of guys that really complained about pack-out
and that's just part of the job. You just load up your 110-pound bundle and stagger along, a
mile an hour at the most is all you're going to make. But you keep it up for eight hours and you
get out to where you're supposed to be. Not much fun but no sense complaining about it, it's
got to be done. And I've been with guys that really whined, they'd whine all day about that
pack-out, kind of irritating. But I carried my own weight out of the woods one time in New
Mexico. I weighed about 146 pounds in those days and I carried out 146.
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JN: What made up the extra weight?
PD: Oh, we just, it was on a fire, four-man fire with three other big guys, [John] Harper was
there and John Fields and Jim Lindeville and they're big guys. We just, we had a chain saw and
some other stuff and we were there for a few days. They had a big bundle of garbage and I just
gathered up that big thing of cans and trash and stuff and waded it all up, come out and
weighed a whole bunch, more than we thought.
JN: Did you always pack your garbage out?
PD: Yeah, when I first started smokejumping, it was a good thing to do to burn your cans and
bury them. That was, and then after that it was... bring them out, pack everything out. But
before that you know, before you were being good if you buried them. Then they decided you
better burn them and bury them, or the bears will dig them up and then just pact them out. So
we brought everything out, most guys were pretty conscientious about that.
JN: Speaking of which, did you ever run into, have and run-ins with any bears?
PD: No, uh uh, oh we did one time, a fire, John Rohrbach and I up on Fish Creek, above
Alberton, or not, between Alberton and Superior. We jumped a little fire upon the Siamese
Lakes up on the Idaho/Montana border, coming out and a bear was on the trail. He just, he
didn't see us, he was sitting on the trail, facing down the trail. So we stopped and hollered at
him and he got scared and ran back up the trail towards us looking back down the trail. So we
split up the, up the, climbed up the hill above the bank, above the trail and all that scampering
around, he saw us and went off the other way. That was my only bear incident as a
smokejumper.
JN: So that wasn't one of you bigger worries as a smokejumper then, bears?
PD: I didn't think about it much, that was the only one I ever saw, and I've been out in the
woods a lot on my own, backpacking and stuff, ran into more bears than in smokejumping. I
never, they weren't a factor in what I worried about in the woods.
JN: What did you worry about most as far as the job?
PD: Oh, the parachuting was a, a concern. Guys could get hurt parachuting, you know, break a
leg or something, crash into a tree, fall out of a tree. Then the firefighting, that was hazardous,
trees could fall, especially at night. There were hazards to observe, to watch for, falling tree and
limbs and tops and rolling rocks and steep slopes. That was, you know, I, scary instances, rocks
come crashing down a hill.
JN: Just while you were sleeping there?
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PD: No while you're working, working a steep slope, you know, big rocks would—
JN: Did a fire make—
PD: I suppose a fire would loosen them, maybe burn a root out of a tree or something. So those
were the things I worried about, things falling, either me or tree, rocks. [laughs] The jump was
an added anxiety, especially in a wind where you had a little spot to get into and steep slopes
and hot, big timber. A guy would want to pay attention to what was going on, not make any
gross errors which everybody makes.
JN: Did you switch off as spotters for each other?
PD: I did, I was just a spotter on my last summer there, my last summer I was a squad leader,
1975. So I spotted a few smokejumpers, I never did it before that. But I caught on to it fairly fast
cause I done so much, jumped so much, I taught myself a lot.
JN: How did you come about being a spotter, like did you have to be there that many years,
eight years?
PD: Well, you just, squad leaders for the spotters and some squad, some people would were
squad leaders after three years and I just, I didn't want to be a squad leader. Just that last year I
wanted to be because I was getting, I was getting bored just being a smokejumper. I wanted to
do something else, so then the squad leading, that was fun. I liked the spotting and decision
making. I was up for the task. I didn't feel like being a squad leader before that and I'd been
around guys that had been squad leaders after their third summer, and I didn't think that they
were very good squad leaders. They just hadn't been around that much.
JN: Just hadn't had the experience it took.
PD: Yeah, right, they were nice guys.
JN: A fellow I talked to this morning, they would switch off spotting for each other quite a bit in
their early days.
PD: Yeah, I bet they did, and we could have done that. I felt like if I had some training earlier, I
could have spotted myself a number of times. The spotters, the older squad leaders are really
good spotters. They had a good feel for what was going on.
JN: So you have respect for them pretty much in their judgement?
PD: Yeah, yeah, a lot of respect. Some guys I watched, I looked over their shoulders a lot. There
were some older jumpers, especially in New Mexico where the most important—the spotting
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technique. Cause the jump was more hazardous, the steep slopes and the high temperatures
and high elevation made the jumping hazardous and it was nice to have a confident spotter.
JN: What would the high temperatures do?
PD: Thins the air, measured against the altitude.
JN: I see, that means you fall faster?
PD: Yeah right, high temperature, high elevation, thinner air, high temperature, thinner air and
in the rocky, steep ground, it makes the landing harder. There was a couple times where I
thought I'd hurt something, broke something or maybe injured myself. End up with a black and
blue mark on my thigh or something. But the spotting wasn't for me because it was important
to get into a nice place to land and the spotter can help you do that. Otherwise, you know,
cause there's ways of estimating how far things are from up in the airplane. Timing is important
and how the wind drifts and measuring that, critical. A good spotter can do that and knows, you
know, what's going on, how far and how fast things are moving. So it's good to have those well
trained spotters and most of the guys were good.
Because when I started spotting, I just spotted practice jumps, you know, quiet air in the
morning, not much wind, had a lot of time. We could make an extra circle if you wanted to.
Whereas, you know, in a real-life situation, might be eight smokejumpers in an airplane and you
wanted, you have four fires and you want to get them all manned in a few hours, you don't
want to spend a lot of time flying around. You want to get back to base and pick up more
jumpers or something. So it was good if you could do it quickly and confidently, that helped. I
don't think I would have spotted myself in those conditions.
JN: Just too much of a—
PD: Yeah, just too many things to think about.
JN: Responsibility or—
PD: Yeah, right.
JN: Did you have any COs at, during Vietnam when you were—
PD: No, I was never in the military.
JN: I mean as a smokejumper, any COs working on the fire crews then?
PD: Oh, you mean like commanding officers?
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JN: I mean conscientious objectors.
PD: Oh, no. A few Mormon fellows and we did have one fellow, a guy named Minnow Troyer in
1968 or '69, I don't remember when. He was from Pennsylvania and he was a member of, I
don't know if it was Quaker or Amish or what. He was a smokejumper for awhile. I don't think
he was there as a alternative to military service. I think he was just kind of kicking around out in
the outside world and had worked fighting forest fires somewhere and got on with the
smokejumpers for a few seasons. I don't think he had some kind of status as far as the
government went, not being drafted because he was a smokejumper. Probably during World
War II you see a lot more of that. That's the only fellow I know of that would have possibly have
been.
JN: That might have qualified.
PD: Yeah, cause the Mormons and stuff, I don't think they had that kind of beliefs in their
church. Maybe they do, I don't know. There was a number of Mormon fellows.
JN: There were?
PD: Not a number, just probably the same percentage of Mormons there are in the population I
imagine.
JN: Did they stick among themselves?
PD: No, they ran around with us; they didn’t drink any beer. Fair enough, nice guys. But they
wore long underwear in the summertime.
JN: Do you know why?
PD: They wore garments, they call them, you know, they're knee length, long underwear. A
one-piece thing, short-sleeved. The first time ever saw that, I thought you know, why are they
wearing that. Then I found out later it was the garment, that's what Mormons call them,
garments, just what they wear.
JN: Did they have any different eating habits or any other habits?
PD: No, they didn't drink beer or coffee, but otherwise, they didn't swear as much either.
[laughs] But they did swear, not as much.
JN: What about using equipment, would they, did they have anything against using chainsaws?
PD: No, no, not the Mormons, or anybody. No, they were good workers and the few guys I was
around that were Mormon were nice guys.
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JN: What finally made you decide to leave?
PD: Well, it was nine years, I met my wife, and I was ready for something new. I'd been kicking
around smokejumping and the only, you know, I could just make a career out of it. Which
wouldn't have been too unattractive. My wife's family had a ranch in Colorado and that
sounded like a nice thing to do. So I went down there and lived on the ranch. That's when I
started ranching, then we bought this.
JN: Just looking at your ranch and hearing about the native grasses, you seem to be somewhat
of an environmentalist.
PD: Yeah, I'd say I am.
JN: How does that—did that enter into being a smokejumper?
PD: I don't think so, no. I like the woods, I like being outdoors. But I think there are people that
work outdoors that aren't necessarily environmentalists. But I, I've always appreciated being
outdoors and that's why I started fighting forest fires when I was a young man in California.
That was the appeal to fighting forest fires, being out in the woods a lot.
JN: Do you think that was true for your other crew members?
PD: I think they all liked it. I know that the, the few fellows I ran into that didn't like
smokejumping, said they didn't like the hard work and they didn't like being dirty. So they quit,
maybe stick it out for one summer, didn't like being dirty, didn't like going without a shower at
night. So a lot of guys, that was, you know, I didn't mind that. That was part of the woods was
going without a shower and getting dirty, sweaty and tired. That was just, I could accept that.
JN: When you were on a fire would you have a chance to, during the day, jump in a lake or
something?
PD: Yeah, there was one summer, I can't remember which, maybe it was 1971 or something like
where we went on a bunch of fires in the Bob Marshall and around in Idaho and we went
swimming on every fire. It was nice, take off our clothes and dive in. Seemed like every time we
went somewhere there was a river or a stream or a lake somewhere close by. Either going out
on the fire or walking out from the fire. There were some interesting instances with the
swimming. We went, we were on the Salmon River, real steep country thousands of feet of
vertical big grassy slopes and we, we got bussed up to the top. We didn't smokejump on this
one, we got flown into an airport and took a bus up and then we dug a fire line all the way
down for miles, all day. A long, hot day on this dry slope. We got down—we could see the river
down there all day.
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[Break in audio]
JN: I was just asking you, during the evenings, people would feel all worn and just go to bed or if
they'd stay up and jaw-bone at all?
PD: Yeah, usually the first night we'd hit it pretty hard. On a typical fire, maybe work all night or
toward early hours in the morning and sleep on the fire line or sleep back at camp and then hit
it that day. Then at night, usually things would be under control, we'd knock off late in the
afternoon. Then there's time to fish or lie around or sit around a fire.
JN: So you take fishing gear?
PD: Yeah, some guys would. I had a fold up reel and pole, Steel Claw used to make a good thing,
about six pieces, 12-inch pieces and guys would fish. So there was fires where we caught quite a
few fish. We'd find some way to cook them. Yeah, campfires were fun, especially on a, on a, any
kind of crew fire it was fun, camp fire, you know, people telling stories or jokes or something.
JN: Always something going on?
PD: Yeah, right and so it was a nice campfire experience, I, you know, maybe the first night
everybody would be pretty tired and go to bed early. But after that we'd stay up until 9:00 or
10:00, get up at 6:00 or 7:00 and go back to work. 12-hour days or 16-hour days usually.
JN: Would anybody bring beer with them?
PD: No, once in awhile someone would have some beer or a little can of whiskey or something.
But it was too heavy and a lot of work, it wasn't, I used to carry a little plastic thing of brandy
but I think I quit doing that. I had other things to pack and didn't use it that often.
JN: That wasn't anything like uh, Forest Service didn't want you to being doing that?
PD: No, I don't think they condoned it. But they, what could they say, it was our personal gear
and nobody on the fire is going to tell if it was just the smokejumper part of the fire. That's
what was nice about being on just straight smokejumper fires is we could keep our own hours.
If you're in big organized fire in camp and then your hours are more inflexible and behavior is
more inflexible.
JN: Because there'd be, why would that be?
PD: Oh, just other people there watching, keeping time, checking in and out and stuff. You'd be,
you know, camp would be away from the fire, so you had to travel back and forth. Whereas
usually our camps are right at the fire. So we just worked and went to camp and worked and it
was all kind of part of the same thing, camp and fire mixed together. Our camp time and fire
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time all mixed so it wasn't, you know, a big camp, you checked in and out. The hours weren't as
good, you didn't get to work as many hours.
JN: You didn't get to put as many hours in?
PD: Yeah, they just limited you to 12 hours usually. But it was, sometimes camps were nice
because they had good, they had fresh food and hot showers.
JN: Now how did they figure out your hours working?
PD: We kept our own hours, yeah, keep it within reason was the main thing. You know, a guy
can't work 24 hours a day for five days.
JN: In other words, they'd start raising their eyebrows?
PD: Yeah right, so we knew what was good and what wasn't. But we, you know, we were out
there for four days, our rationale was we’re just sleeping right in the fire line so we're here all
the time. How do you limit your hours? I mean, when are you working and when are you not.
So we usually, first night maybe put in 20 hours or 24 hours, which we worked a lot in 24 hours.
Work all night a lot just on a two-man fire. Falling snags and stuff, doing line stuff that had to be
done. Then the next day maybe knock off in the morning and take a nap until noon. But keep
the time clock running because if something happened, the fire took off, we'd be up and at it,
it's like being on standby. Then after that we put in 16-hour days, standard, that was all right.
But there was times on fires, I remember we'd knock off in the afternoon, take a hike up to the
top of the hill and look at the scenery or maybe down to a lake and go fishing or swimming,
hike back to the fire and fool around. Maybe do that for two or three days.
JN: Was that usually when you working on small crews?
PD: Yeah, right, yeah, well on big fires sometimes we'd do things like that, go swimming. It was
all right, it was fun. It was better to be on all smokejumper fires, more flexibility, we could go
swimming or something, when time allowed.
JN: On the bigger crews would they—would they have more supervisors around? Was that part
of it?
PD: Yeah, sector bosses and division bosses and it all makes sense on a big fire. You've got to
get it organized. Just wasn't as much fun, you know. Just punching a clock mostly, whereas on
your own fire, we could do things our own way. Knock off when you wanted, work when you
wanted. Most people were good about seeing what work had to be done. Everybody hustled in
the first couple days, then after that the foremen weren't all that tense. So you, you know, guys
could go swimming.
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JN: So people did take individual responsibility for the fire?
PD: Yeah, I think there was a lot of individual responsibility. Even on a big crew like 16 jumpers
or so. They, the foreman would work a lot because he didn't have to give a lot of orders. People
were doing the job that needs to be done.
JN: There weren't a lot of sluff-offs?
PD: No, no. I can't recall any individual now that I though was lazy.
JN: What would happen to somebody if they were?
PD: Oh I think just peer pressure would be enough. Usually either they wouldn't be allowed to
come back next year or else they wouldn't want to come back next year. Their being that lazy,
they knew that's not the job they wanted. Now I'm, you know, I've heard, I knew of a few
fellows that were notoriously lazy. I was never around them personally. But people would say
they're not good workers. They wouldn't last long.
JN: So good work, being a hard worker is part of being a smokejumper?
PD: Yeah, I think it is, I think just being on a crew demanded that you were. No one wants to be
looked down upon by your peers, peer pressure has a lot, had a lot to do with how
smokejumpers behaved.
JN: What would you describe as the perfect smokejumper?
PD: God, I couldn't do that. But just, a fellow who has individual initiative. Who can think on his
own and is willing to do hard work, manual labor. Is willing to think in the process and be able
to function within a small crew or a large crew and someone who's reliable. You want to send
somebody out on a job and make sure it's done and that's about it. Being able to work hard and
being reliable, willingly work hard and someone who's sociable enough to get along with a
crew, large or small.
JN: Did you see any changes in the caliber of people from when you started until the end when
you finished?
PD: Oh, the folks I was around, I saw a lot of changes cause we got better. Some of the new
men crews fluctuated through the years. They had different—the government would have
different hiring priorities. Some years their priorities were not to really good workers but
maybe military preference or government preference rather than whether they were
potentially really good smokejumpers. Some time you wondered why they got hired because
they just weren't of smokejumper caliber. And they couldn't, couldn't or wouldn't work very
hard, they didn't last long. But there was a few years like that when I noticed that the new man
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crop was a little shaky, due to hiring preferences.
JN: Did they get weeded out?
PD: Oh yeah, they got weeded out, right away, you know. They knew they weren't up for the
job too, that happened a lot.
JN: If you could make any changes in the organization, what would you do?
PD: Then?
JN: Yeah.
PD: At the time, yeah, I don't know, I think I would have, one thing I saw was a big change and it
was a good change, but it took a while to come back was encouraging physical fitness. Cause
when I first started, there wasn't any regular physical fitness program. Just the new man
training, when you made it past new man training, god some of the old men when I was a new
man, had great big guts. And we had an obstacle course you had to run through in a certain
time and god they just—the old men didn't have to pass the obstacle course.
JN: They weren't periodically put in that?
PD: They weren't timed, they could run through it but they weren't timed. There was a wall to
climb over and guys would climb up the wall and sit on top of it and wait and jump down. There
was an overhead, horizontal rope and a lot of the guys would just kind of make a few weak
attempts and drop to the ground, walk on through. It was all kind of phony. But later on, they
started encouraging that. In fact, later on they got to where there was a physical fitness test
that you had to pass. You had to run a mile and a half in a certain length of time and do a
certain amount of calisthenics in a certain length of time.
JN: When, when about did they start tightening up on that?
PD: 1971 I think was the first year I had to pass a physical fitness test since I was a new man,
started in '67. Then all those other years we just had to run through the obstacle course in a
certain length of time.
JN: What do you think caused them to make that change?
PD: I don't know. I think they just saw a need. I think they saw that guys just weren't
functioning well out in the woods. I was always in pretty good shape on my own. I used to run
on my own. There was a lot of fellows, you know, they, the Marlboro man, three packs a day
and stuff. A lot of guys like that and you just can't stay in shape. Hard working guys but boy
after an hour digging line, they'd be exhausted. No matter how good of a woodsman you are, if
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you don't run and smoke three packs of Camels a day you, you're going to be tired.
JN: So that seems like to be a good smokejumper you think that you've got to be conscience of
your health.
PD: I think you do, to be able to function out in the woods. I don't know what brought the
change. But the change came through the whole government, cause then the Forest Service
started up physical fitness tests for all fire fighters about the same time. A little after the
smokejumpers started.
JN: The step test and stuff like that?
PD: Yeah, the step test. I think everybody has to take the step test now and that wasn't there.
But we had a, the smokejumpers had their own test separate from the rest of the government
fire fighters for a few years and then it became all the same test. Except I think the
smokejumpers had a little more rigorous test.
I think they still have the mile and a half run rather than just the step test. So that was a good
move, and I would have done that a little earlier, encouraged. Then we got a half an hour a day
to run, the feeling was that if physical fitness was part of the job then it should be able, you
should be able to do your physical fitness training on the job. So everybody was allotted a half
an hour a day of physical time. You could go out and run for a half an hour or do some
calisthenics. That was a good move. I think it encouraged a lot more guys to run.
And I would have given uh, our first aid training was weak. I would have perked up the first aid
training a lot. I was there for nine years and didn't pick up a lot, you know, I was never faced
with any critical first aid situations. But I felt weak in first aid.
JN: They did give you some training though?
PD: Some, a few hours every summer.
JN: Just a few hours?
PD: Yeah.
JN: One day?
PD: Yeah, one day, maybe an afternoon. We got quite a bit in new man training, a few days,
two or three days and then after that we get four hours, maybe, refreshing type first aid stuff.
Went through bandages and injuries and shock treatment and how to stop blood, a little bit of
artificial respiration. But you know, real quick, I think I would have, when I left in 1975, they
were starting to do that and there was about five EMTs on the crew. And these guys that had
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had a lot of other advanced first aid.
JN: Was that intentional that they had—
PD: No, these guys started taking an interest in it and taking EMT training on their own. But I
don't know what the policy of the government now is. But then it wasn't much as far as first
aid. There was some, some of the overhead were EMTs [emergency medical technicians]. But I
didn't, I never heard any encouragement amongst the smokejumper crew to get them to a
higher level of first aid training. Which I think could have been done. I don't really have any
other criticism of the smokejumper organization except for the fact that it did kind of bog down
on the upper levels from our point of view.
JN: How so?
PD: Oh, just decisions we made didn't make any sense. Overtime and stand-by and when we
could be called and when we couldn't be called and the smokejumper list and equipment
procedures and new equipment and old equipment and wonder why things were done. I can't
really cite any specific things. There was always some questioning about, stand-by was a shaky
thing. Like on weekends, who was going to be around on weekends and who wouldn't and do
you have to be around if you don't want to be. Can we be required to work more than a 40hour week.
JN: Did that happen a lot that you were required to work more than 40?
PD: Well, I always wanted to, most guys did. Just that sometimes, when I first started, they
could just tell you well, you have to be within a phone call even though we won't pay you and
that seemed a little shaky. Well after it got to be if they want us on standby they had to pay us
and we had to be at the smokejumper base. They couldn't just tell you you had to stay home
without paying you. That was a little better I thought. But it took awhile for that to come about.
Then I didn't think the Forest Service did a real good job as far as finding other work for
smokejumpers at the end of the season. I think they could have been a little better. I used to do
it on my own, but there could have been something within the organization that would drum
up work.
JN: So you couldn't then, you feel like you had connections to get another job?
PD: Yeah right, I happened to get my own connections. But there should have been connections
within the organization to get another job with the Forest Service. I think they could have done
that a little better. And their equipment design and improvement and testing was slow and
rickety. We had some really primitive equipment when I first started smokejumping, relative to
the state of the art of say, sky diving gear. The parachutes they started with, the old FS-SA was
the model parachute and real primitive way of steering and deployment.
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JN: How so?
PD: Oh it, it, the way the modification made in the canopy was old. I mean there was, ancient,
long passed by the rest of the parachuting world. In a way the, and we had strings hanging
down and you had to use two hand on them with a, you know it should have been a onehanded deal, where you just keep your hand, we had to pull one and reach over, real slow and
un-gaining. You couldn't watch the ground, you had to look up to see what you were pulling on
and didn't turn very fast or move. And our gear was, like I said, you know, those harnesses that
the IR crew had were good sound stuff to work with. A guy could carry a heavy load and still do
manual labor cause it rode low and held on your shoulders not your belt. Took us years to get
that.
The parachutes finally changed but took a long, long time. Finally went to a military design but
the military had jumped it 100,000 times and the Forest Service still felt they had to go test it.
Well, that's fine and it was a little trickier and guys could have gotten, because it is a trickier
parachute but nonetheless a few more jumps could have solved that problem. It was a better
parachute, it turned faster, it went forward faster.
JN: You had to have more skill to control it.
PD: Yeah, took a little more training and it was like the Forest Service wanting to stick with old
gear because it didn't think as, it's not as skilled a thing to use. But it was, it was not as an
effective piece of equipment either. And so they lagged a long time in parachuting. Now
they're, they're not up to sky divers but they're advancing. They have good equipment, better
equipment. Oh, we had this heavy harness, god they had four layers of great big 10,000-pound
test webbing and stuff and overkill. Heavy, you know it weighed 15 pounds, we got to carry all
that stuff out on our back.
And the pack out procedures were dumb. When I first started, we just had these plywood pack
boards and two great big canvas bags to jam all our gear in. Then you strap those to the canvas,
plywood pack boards and muscle your way out of the woods. Finally, they came out with these
things called the Smitty Bag. A guy named Dwight Smith designed this see, was a big nylon thing
with a bunch of straps and hooks and shoulder deals and pads and stuff. That was better.
And then later on they designed one with a flexible frame, flexible aluminum thing so you could
give it some rigidity but nevertheless it could be figure forming. They finally did that and that
helped a lot. They had some kind of harness and waist strap, you know, they didn't even have a
waist strap. We'd be carrying 100 pounds just hanging on your shoulder in a military pack and
God, you know, primitive stuff. It just seemed liked there wasn't a lot of innovation there for a
few years. Things just got stuck in a way.
JN: Well, that plywood board sound like it would be hell on your back.
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PD: Oh, I tell you, they had a canvas webbing behind them. Oh, they'd break in the woods and
they'd crash, and your parachute wouldn't open and you'd have this shattered old board trying
to tie back together so you could carry your gear out of the woods. And heavy stuff, god we had
these, these cargo chutes, they were all military uh, personnel stuff that was, passed date, so
the government would get it for cheap. Real heavy and lots of lines and they're built for
hundreds of pounds of weight and we'd be dropping 40, you know. They could use a little 6foot rip stop thing, these were old nylon twill and some old silk ones probably from World War
II. Some of them were built in 1948. They were heavy things. They had a big canvas bag to stuff
in them and they weighed about 20 pounds. Big metal fittings they didn't need you know.
And then they had a great big cardboard box they used to drop. Then they had all these cans of
soda pop and stuff I'm telling you about. And oh, geez, they finally went to freeze dried food
which really helped, didn't have the cans. Then, this went to a little light little box with some
caddy in it to drop all that stuff in and then we, everybody carried their own pack bag, that big
nylon Smitty Bag, we'd stuff in our rope pocket or our leg. So it was all, finally it started to
change. But for a number of years there it seemed like things were pretty primitive.
JN: You were actually jumping with cargo chutes?
PD: No, we didn't. The cargo was dropped out with these old cargo chutes. They were, the
cargo chutes were too big with what we were doing. Too big and heavy.
JN: But you had to pack them out?
PD: Yeah, we still had to carry them out. Guys used to burn them, I never burned them, [laughs]
burn them and bury them. But I never did it, I was tempted a lot. They were heavy and a real
primitive deployment system on this cargo. There was a lot of failures in the cargo chutes.
Cause we just had this, kind of, just this old dumb way, string and a metal ring, throw it out and
usually things would work. But sometimes not and at a high-rate things would not work. There
goes all your water and food, you know, crash.
JN: What, was any of salvageable?
PD: Oh, once in awhile, you know, if things really tore loose boy it just, there wasn't anything
salvageable. You'd have to put out a streamer or if you had a radio, tell you need more chow
cause this thing had augured in. Maybe you could save a Pulaski or a shovel or something. That
was kind of tough cause you break all your tools, not much fun. They've changed that, now
they've got a better cargo parachuting thing, technique. It was okay at the time but I think at
the time they could have improved it. There was better techniques around.
They just, the Forest Service was not, they didn't change readily. And I think that happens in big
organizations, especially government, pretty slow to alter their techniques and the argument
was, well it works, why change it? Well, it does work, but it could be better. Those are the
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changes I'd have made, equipment and dealing with personnel, planning employment in the off
season, would have helped, physical fitness. And a little more letting people know how
decisions are made and why. I think that's true in any organization, decisions seem to arbitrary
but maybe there's sound rationale for decisions that could readily be explained.
JN: You didn't feel like as a smokejumper that you could go up and talk to somebody and say
look, it would be better if we had this kind of parachute?
PD: Yeah, and they'd say this works and we're checking that one out but it's going to be a long
time and we're not sure if that's what we want, and why worry about it? Seemed kind of
divorced from the real world. But since then, they've done a lot of stuff. They've designed a
new parachute, a lot of new gear, I think they allegedly have the pack-out weighed down to
about 80 pounds or 100 pounds and that helps, a lot, 20 pounds makes a big difference.
JN: You said after you had that plywood board with the webbing then you went to, what do you
call it?
PD: Well, I called one that Smitty Bag and that was pretty good, you could jam your parachutes
in there and if you did everything right, you got a real soft thing up against you back. Then it
had some straps on it. We used to make our own shoulder pads out of foam or felt or
something, carry those.
JN: You used to make them yourself?
PD: Yeah, yeah, there was lots of stuff around to make things out of. Boy, it's tough without it.
So everybody had a big set of pads in their bag.
JN: So that was just a shoulder support, it wasn't, there wasn't any—
PD: No, there still wasn't a waist band. Then later, just my last summer, a guy built a thing, he
took a Lowe pack, have you heard of Lowe backpacks? Well, they were top of the line
backpacking gear and they make a soft, real nice big waist thing and he took that and used that
design and built this thing and it was really nice. So they now, there's hundreds of them.
JN: Was this guy a smokejumper?
PD: Yeah, he worked in the loft, just a guy that could sew.
JN: So you, he just pretty much—
PD: Yeah, he had a Lowe pack and he just laid it out on the table and started taking, sewing,
making, you know, using nylon webbing and paddings and used that design, modified it for our
own use.
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JN: How did it need to be modified?
PD: Oh, a little bigger.
JN: So you could carry more?
PD: To carry more stuff and maybe a little more rugged. Then I think he designed that at a
flexible stage so they could be packed different. Because you had to carry everything, I mean
you had to slide the thing down the pocket, down the leg of the jumpsuit and slid that in.
JN: What about your, you know, the gear, the clothing you wore and protective—
PD: That was all pretty good. But it took them along time to, like they finally went to a
motorcycle helmet rather than a football helmet.
JN: What was the advantage there?
PD: Oh, a motorcycle helmet is built for blows in a lot of different directions. Where a football
helmet is allegedly built just to take head on. Motorcycle helmet is stronger and full padded
inside. In other words, the football helmet just kind of sat on, maybe the new football helmets
are different. But these were old Ridells. Well, that was all pretty good gear, I didn't have any
complaints about the suit. It was kind of heavy and bulky and they've lightened it up a lot. But
the padding is, was important, knee pads and hip pads and elbow and shoulder, then the big
collar. So that stayed the same. I think, you know, they started jumping with similar gear in the
‘40s, in a similar design.
JN: Bill, this morning, was talking about, you had a big, thick lager of—it was like canvas that
went up your crotch and protected that.
PD: Yeah right, we had a nylon strap that came down the outside of the leg and through a
stirrup, your boot and out through the crotch and back down and that was all pretty stout. That
was adjustable.
JN: Did you ever have to lower yourself down from snags?
PD: Yeah, not a snag but live trees. Yeah, quite a bit, I probably, highest I ever landed was 80
feet. Carried 100 feet of rope, then we'd have to climb back up and get it, that was a lot of
work, pretty big trees sometimes. But we'd have spurs dropped to us, if someone landed in the
trees, the spotter would automatically throw out a set of spurs. They weren't, they were just
free felled. But the parachute would hang up and then the spurs don't do you much good if the
parachute hangs up. But they were just dropped out with a big, long, yellow ribbon on them.
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JN: And then, then would somebody have to take those up to you?
PD: No, we'd come out of the tree and then we'd get them on the ground after the fire was out
and stuff. Sometimes we'd have to climb to get our cargo, even before we went to the fire.
Climb the tree and get the cargo and that kind of slowed things down.
JN: What was the procedure for getting yourself down if you were hung up?
PD: Well once you're sitting in the tree, just make sure you're well hung up, you know. Check
things out and then find out which side of your parachute is hung up the best. Then, you know,
drop your rope, get your rope out of the pocket and thread it through your set of D-rings here.
JN: In your belt?
PD: In the suit.
JN: In the suit?
PD: Yeah, in the padded suit, it's all sewed into it. Weave through that then you go up and tie
on to the, what you think is the best part of the parachute to tie onto, all the lines come down
and it's all held together in a big metal ring, nylon straps come out. Tie into there and then pull
the rope down, usually we wove it in a package, in a tight little ball. Then you dropped it and it
went down through the branches. Throw that down, make sure it landed on the ground and
then pull everything up and get it tight and snug. Then oh, get it under your leg for your friction,
goes around the D-ring and then pull loose on the parachute. You have big clamps called
capewell clamps there. Real complex kind of clamp, has a double thing and they won't, you
know, it'd go for 20,000 pound test. Anyway, undo those and then you're hanging, your
parachute is in the tree and your just hanging from the rope tied into the parachute. You just
kind of let you rope slide through your hands and around your leg, like rappelling off a cliff,
same technique.
JN: Could you get training in rappelling?
PD: Oh yeah. There's a smoke jumper, we had a deal with overhead police maybe six of them
with the parachute straps hanging down, we'd hook ourselves and the guy would pull you out,
about 15 feet you'd be hanging up there. And you'd do all that and there'd be some guy
hollering at you, you know in new man training, they'd really be screaming at you to do it. Guys
would throw the rope down and not tie up and drop their rope and hang up there for two
hours, felt like they had to learn the procedure, you know. So that was an important part, the
let-down part.
Then we had to climb back up the tree and get the parachute, get the spurs, put them on, we
had spurs. That was another thing that really improved. Now when I first started
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smokejumping, the climbing gear was real primitive and our training was primitive. You'd climb
up a few trees out in the woods and, and a few little poles here and there but that was it, never
any big stuff and never anything really high to really scare you. We just had some kind of, oh,
spurs that were uncomfortable. They'd dig into your shoe and stuff and just some old nylon
webbing deals with some Drings and hooks and not much, ungainly stuff. Then, oh, I guess in
the '70s or so, they started, they got some nice climbing gear, some really good spurs with big
leather pads on them. And really good, big professional type climbing gear like phone men, big
leather belt and big rope that'd go around a big trees and a way to tie it and take out, let it out.
JN: Like you said phone men?
PD: Phone, powerline climbers use, you know, professional type gear. Just looked better and
felt better, more secure. Somebody finally come up with all that gear. So we started using
better climbing gear and better, getting better changes. They put up some big poles up there at
the smokejumper base, sixty footers. If they put a yellow line on top, you'd have to climb up
there and put your hand on that yellow line, right on top of the poles and it's spooky going to
the top of a pole and looking over the top of it, 60 feet high. You'd have to get up there and
look over the top and come back down.
JN: You'd be climbing up a telephone pole then basically?
PD: Yeah, yeah, only bigger, like a tree, two or three feet in diameter.
JN: Did you find in the woods that it was, was harder without limbs coming out?
PD: Oh, I liked the limbs better, you could get around a little faster, once you got out of the
winds it was kind of nice going. Then you get up to the top, easiest to hang up in the top, you
have to get to the very top with trees about that big around and carry a little pruning saw. Saw
it off and off it'd go, hang on.
JN: You'd saw it off when there was maybe about 4 inches?
PD: Yeah, right, or smaller. Depending on how afraid you were and then someone on the
ground pull your rope and pull out, get out away from the trees and far as they could. Pull in
the parachute and saw it off and off it'd go.
JN: Did you ever have to leave any chutes?
PD: No, I never a left a chute, just saw the tree down if you had to. But never left a parachute
out in the woods. That was a no-no. You always brought your gear back. So I had to be climbing,
then sometimes we'd climb and pull the top out and the top would land in a snag and you'd
have to fall the snag. Boy, that thing would really get stretched out and there was a few
parachutes brought back in that were just thrown in the trash, just totally wrecked. But that
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happens, usually we tear a few up, every tree jump is going to tear a parachute, it's hard to
avoid. Whereas landing on the ground, you can just wad them up, no problem.
JN: So that better training, did that happen, start to happen in the ‘70s?
PD: Yeah, it did. I thought it did, better training, climbing training, better parachute gear.
JN: Was that the same time they started upping the physical fitness thing too?
PD: Yeah, right. I think we became better smokejumpers after that. Physical fitness and the
training, climbing and parachuting were better, attitude was better. You see a lot of whining
about going on, pounder's fires we used to call them. The dreaded pounder fire, that's where
we, you know, there was always the smokejumpers and then the ground pounders. The IR
crews are ground pounders or district crews are ground pounders. Well going on a pounder
fire, but that, so it didn't matter. It was all paid well, and it wasn't that bad of job, going out in a
bus to a fire. When I was a new man, it was, boy, people didn't want to go to pounders. In the
years later it was not, it was acceptable.
JN: What changed that?
PD: I don't know, just people realizing it's just part of the job, being professional, I think.
Smokejumpers are fire fighters, we go by parachute that's fine, we go by bus, that's all right
also. Doesn't have to be by parachute, there's no requirement. Still a smokejumper even if you
go by bus.
JN: Did you work with any old timers when you first started out as a, or that'd been working in
the ‘50s?
PD: Oh, yeah, a few of the overhead there at the smokejumper base, the foremen were, you
know, started in the ‘50s.
JN: What were they like?
PD: Oh, nice guys, they had a lot of tales to tell. Ana little more primitive equipment even than
what we had in those days. Compared to now that stuff is really primitive. It was a little bit
different. They didn't move around as much, they didn't go to Alaska hardly ever or California
and stuff, or New Mexico, the old guys pretty much stayed in Montana.
JN: Were they hard workers?
PD: Oh yeah. They were about the same, but they didn't have any physical fitness. They used to
talk about how tough things were and I remember guys asking them, well, how tough could it
be, how tough could you be if you didn't run 2 miles a day? Well, we were just tough in those
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days. Well okay, we used to get a snicker. Cause we knew, you know a guy sits around, if you
have a slow season, sit around, you know, May, June, maybe get a fire in July. What kind of
shape are you going to be, you've just been sitting running a sewing machine for 2 months.
Then go out on a big line for 20 hours. That wouldn't do you a heck of a lot. But they, you know,
the old guys, we were just tough in those days. Didn't have to run. Well, OK, we used to let
them do whatever they wanted. I think it helped, guys running 2 miles every day. It surely didn't
hurt.
JN: Did those old timers ever complain about anything being done now that—
PD: Oh yeah, the guys had longer hair, stuff like that, you know. Irrelevant complaints, but
there was always things where, they, people were, worked harder in those days. It seemed like
there was a lot of reminiscing. We used to hassle them about, the winds blew harder and the
rocks were bigger, and the fires were hotter. But I suppose that happens in every generation or
whatever it is. Things get better, things were better back then, the good old days. But the thing,
they were similar, I don't think there's been a lot of changes in the smokejumpers. The people
have been the same, overall, not too many fluctuations. Because when I first started, a lot of
the guys hadn't been around for, there wasn't a lot of old smokejumpers. It was strictly a
seasonal job, a lot of college students. Then by the time I left, there wasn't so many college
students, a lot of guys were working year-round.
JN: So that was a change in the way they did it, they actually worked people year-round?
PD: Yeah, and there was work available.
JN: Doing what?
PD: Oh, Forest Service work.
JN: Building and things like you were talking about?
PD: Yeah, out in the districts, surround, in the smokejumper's organization, they'd run a sewing
machine for the winter.
JN: Working on chutes?
PD: Yeah, working on parachutes in the loft or doing some other project, like guys worked out
at the fort and stuff, doing things.
JN: Did you do any of that?
PD: No, I never worked all winter. I always skiied or backpacked or something.
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JN: Was that by your choice?
PD: Yeah, right. No, I never, never did. I always had other things to do and, and the
smokejumping paid enough that I could, didn't have to work in the wintertime. So I could use
that time well, and the money well, I thought, cause I did. I worked over five months a year for
nine years you know. I was able to play around all winter.
JN: Were you able to stash away any money?
PD: Yeah, yeah. I saved some money in those years also. I was pretty responsible in what I did. I
even bought part of a house in Missoula, me and a couple other guys. Bought a new car one
year; paid cash. So I couldn't complain, we didn't, it was nice times, good nine years, met a lot
of nice folks.
JN: Do you still have any friends from jumping that you get in touch with?
PD: Yeah, I see a lot of folks, especially since we moved back to Montana, I didn't see many in
Colorado. So we kept in touch. But there's a lot of folks around, up and down western Montana
I've worked with, that's fun.
JN: Would you ever consider going back?
PD: No!
JN: Why not?
PD: Oh, it's just not the same. It'd be different, I don't think I'd like it.
JN: How so?
PD: Oh, I just, I've got other things to do and I think I'd be—it just was different. I was single
then and younger and now I think I'd go back and it just, it would, it'd just be different. I don't
want to and I've never thought about it. Never been a alternative, I got bored doing it I know a
lot of guys have gone back that were smoke jumpers the same time I was. And done it for a
season or two and some of them got hurt. One guy broke his ankle up there in a practice jump,
right out behind the airport in a plowed field. So I don't know. It just doesn't, it'd just be
different. I can't say specifically why but it just, I was there for nine years straight and then once
I quit, I just thought I'd never come back. I should go back and visit but I don't think I'd ever go
back and be a smokejumper.
JN: That seems like mainly a change in you then, in your interest.
PD: Yeah, a change in me and my interest. I think the organization is still the same. The same
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kind of folks doing the same job and it'd be a fun summer job. But I'm not in a position to just
take a summer job. I've got other things to do, I am not looking for just being employed for five
months. At the time that's all I wanted to do was just be employed for five months and then
head out and that was good. I'm glad I did it at the time because I couldn't do it now.
JN: What are you doing now as far as employment?
PD: Just running this ranch fulltime, 300 cows, 300 acres or irrigating so that's quite a bit of
work.
JN: Find that to be as hard of work as smokejumping?
PD: Yeah, smokejumping gave me capacity for manual labor. I can do a lot of hard work; I don't
mind long hours. I think smokejumping got me used to that and I know I can do long hours and
be all right. I like manual labor and I like a job also where you can do manual labor and think.
Running a ranch is similar to smokejumping, you've got to think a lot also.
JN: Think on your feet and be flexible?
PD: Yeah, yeah and so it was good that way. It gave me a lot of confidence in what I can do.
JN: Do you miss working with other people?
PD: Yeah, I miss that. That's the big thing I miss, I'm not around a crew of folks. That has its pros
and cons, sometimes I like working out here by myself. But otherwise, the social part of
smokejumping was important. I miss that, that'd be the big, big thing that I miss from not
smokejumping is not working with a crew of guys. It was nice crew of people, nice fellows, you
know, we had a lot of fun together. So that's an aspect and it was good, hard work. When you
look back on it, did a lot of things that a guy could be proud of.
JN: Like what?
PD: Just the work we did, you know, digging a line for 20 hours and stopping fires and stuff, that
was nice, you know. You get that fire to crackling and roaring through the woods, 8 hours later
it's quiet and we did it. It wasn't just a wind change or something, you know, that sputtered and
died.
JN: Something you can really see what you did.
PD: Yeah, right. So that was, that was good. And then the traveling. There was years where
we'd be jumping on a fire 50 miles north of the Mexican border and then the next time it'd 50
miles north of the Arctic Circle, two weeks apart.·
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JN: You actually did fight way up, way up there?
PD: Yeah, yeah, there was a few summers where we did that. We'd be at the Mexican border
and two weeks later we'd be at the Arctic Circle.
JN: While we've still got a little bit of time on the tape, I'm curious about that jumping up in the
Arctic and what it was like.
PD: Well it's kind of like landing bn a bit trampoline, you just kind of—
JN: What was that, landing on the logs?
PD: Yeah, the tundra, you just got to, first time I landed I couldn't believe how soft it was, big
mattress.
JN: What would burn up there?
PD: The tundra, it's dry, be permafrost underneath. Your feet would be wet while you were
digging fire line, top 2 inches. That was fun, I liked Alaska but it was, you wondered why, a lot of
time, why are we fighting this fire? The fires would be huge, hundreds of thousands of acres.
JN: Would they be smoldering fires or would you actually see burning?
PD: No they'd be burning, yeah, some of them were burning. The timber wouldn't be real tall,
20or 30feet but, yeah, we went on one fire, 2500 acres and we jumped it and then we got off of
it.
I don't know why we jumped it and at the end of the summer it was a half million acres. We had
to run from the fire and throw all our gear in a pond and then go out to the river and make
camp. Set up the radio and talk to somebody and a boat came down to get us and took an 80
miles boat ride up the Yukon River. But, you know, we went on a fire, we fought the fire for
probably 20 minutes and five days later we got home.
JN: Cause the fire chased you out basically.
PD: Yeah, the fire chased us out and just took off and went to a half a million acres. It was a
futile effort to begin with, somebody didn't make a very good decision. Whoever the spotter
was, somebody should have just called back and said no sense. But it would be on the spotter
and his order were to put some men on the fire so he did. But that was typical of Alaska, that
happened a lot. You'd go out on a fire and it'd be huge and we'd beat out the fire around one
edge and pretty soon a helicopter would land and say okay, it's time to go home, let's go, head
out. Sometimes we went on fires for two weeks out there. That was fun, wilderness, way out in
the middle of nowhere, no road, no telephone, no nothing. Fly for miles and never see a thing.
But it was nice, I liked it. We'd build pretty elaborate camps, kick around, do fishing.
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JN: Doesn't sound like you were accomplishing a great deal in terms of fire, putting out.
PD: No, they weren't accomplishing a lot, it was just too big.
JN: Did that bum anybody out?
PD: Oh yeah. But it was fun, money was good, and it was fun being out in the tundra. It's just
that it was kind of a joke fighting fires in Alaska. Guys would say, how many fires have you ever
really put out, you know, not many. The guys would be up there for summers and never put out
a fire. Just, you know, kicking around. But it just, I don't know what it was, I don't know why it
did do that.
JN: Were they harvesting much lumber up there?
PD: I think it was a lot of it but just, somebody said we ought to just employ the natives. Unless
they needed some professionals to keep the natives from getting too wild, you know. They just
needed smokejumpers to out on some of these fires. Because a lot of times we'd be on a fire
for a day or so and then a crew of Eskimos or Indians would come in and then we'd leave. Go to
it again and again out through the summer. Rarely was a fire, where we just handled by
smokejumpers and some of us say it was just kind of an unemployment deal.
JN: Did you get to know any of those, those Eskimo people?
PD: Yeah, some of them and they, they actively recruited smokejumpers up there of the native
Eskimos and Indians, nice guys. Most of them had been off to school and stuff and you know,
grew up in a little village but had been out enough to get around have a grasp of what's going
on.
JN: Any of them not speak English very well?
PD: No. They all spoke English. All the village people spoke English, all the young kids. I suppose
some of the older people didn't, I never ran into them. It was fun, you know, going into little
villages and kicking around. Kicking around Fairbanks, that was kind of boom town. That was
just when the pipeline was staring and god there was, you know, a lot of drunks and bars and
fights and stuff. It was fun, I liked Fairbanks, I liked Alaska the few years that I was there. It
wasn't real good firefighting country as far as putting fires out. But it was fun to go out there
and camp in the tundra, is virtually what we did.
JN: Did you see a lot of wildlife?
PD: Yeah, a lot of birds, see bears and moose.
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JN: Brown bears, Kodiak?
PD: I don't know, we saw them from the airplane, I never saw any on the ground. Never saw
any moose on the ground, saw a lot of birds and there were bear incidences amongst other
smokejumpers. I never had any, some guys got chased up, you know, trees and stuff. Some
guys were on a beach somewhere, fire was down on the beach, the ocean and some grizzlies
came on the beach and they had to climb up on top of this old cabin and sit. But nothing too
critical happened. So there was incidences like that. But I never had anything. A big fire, god,
they just get, you know, these projects, we'd go on fires for two weeks and just kind of go out
every day with a crew of Indians, dig some line and come back in, go out the next day, and keep
going that way for hundreds of thousands of acres. But we'd stop one line, maybe that was
their theory, to stop it from going one way or the other, seemed futile.
JN: How were the Indians to work with?
PD: They were good workers, village crews, they had a pretty tight crew.
JN: Village meaning that they all came from the same village?
PD: Yeah right, right, so they were pretty tight that way.
JN: Did you pick up any wildlife things from them or fishing skills or anything like that?
PD: No, I'm sure they had them. We just never had the opportunity to go out and fish. But there
was a few fellows I was around with that would, had tales to tell about wintertime stuff, fishing
and hunting. I never went out with any of them, never had that opportunity. But it was fun
being around with the native folks, I liked their company. There were a few times, there was
just me and 20 natives out in the woods, you know, 1,000 miles from nowhere as far as we
knew. It was fun, a nice time. But virtually we were camping, camping, then go out and do a
little work every day, midnight sun you know, you could work 20 hours a day if you wanted. You
had to watch, didn't want to work too much or you'd burn out. But that was a nice part of the
job, going from New Mexico to Alaska and back and forth and California, we'd go down there
and Oregon and Washington, Idaho.
JN: Never go back East anywhere?
PD: No. After I quit, guys started going back to Tennessee and Wisconsin and stuff. But I never
did while I was around.
JN: Would you have wanted to have done that?
PD: Yeah, I’d have done that. If the opportunity came up, I’d gone back to Tennessee or
something. And that got to be standard procedure for a few years, now I don’t know if they do
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that much anymore. I don’t know why that came about, but somebody sold somebody back
there on the idea of smokejumpers—used them. That would be fun, manning a broadleaf forest
would be different.
JN: Well we're just about at the end of this tape Phil.
PD: Sure, anything else?
JN: Well, I might just ask you like what was the best overall place you went, fire, just both in
firefighting but also just liking to go there?
PD: Well, I liked New Mexico the best, I thought that was the most fun. The fires were small,
and you could put them out with two guys and see legitimate results of putting a fire out and I
liked the countryside. We'd go down there in the springtime and there'd still be snow on the
ground in Missoula and down there'd be summertime, lots of birds, swimming, bike riding.
JN: Hot springs?
PD: Yeah, and hot springs. It was just a good time traveling down there. We got three, four days
to travel down, that was fun, driving down there, just kicking around Silver City. We lived in a
barrack, you know, 12, 24 of us lived in a barrack. That was kind of funny living, 24 guys in a one
room barrack. It was okay; it was fun. Got drunk every…we had a cooler in the…had an old pop
machine in the barracks full of beer.
[End of Interview]
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